Green Economics Institute

Education, Masters & PHDS,
We can now offer a range of courses and qualifications at all levels around the world. Starting 8th January 2013.
Our new ground breaking Masters Courses start in January 2013 and will be taught in the state of the art Science Museum at Birmingham City University.
Research, study and field trips will take place at our special learning centre near Glastonbury and at other universities, in beautiful surroundings using the latest state of the art equipment and techniques.

Professional Courses and Qualifications
We also offer Professional Practitioner Qualifications and 1 day training courses.
All our students at all levels are encouraged to speak at our events and to write for our publications and to publish in our prestigious books and journals.

Internships
We are the leading internship, work placement and experience, and field trip provider globally in Green Economics, Green Jobs and Green Careers and are recruiting now for interns 2013.

Join us today!
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
www.greeneconomics.org.uk
Telephone: 00 44   (0) 7990 590463
Aims: changing the world's economy!

* Reforming mainstream and neo classical economics to provide equal access for all, whilst providing academic rigour of the highest standards in terms of new thinking in philosophy, methodology and ontology for economics. “I believe the Green Economics Institute is leading change by example.” Tony Lawson Cambridge University economics tutor and writer

* Founding an inclusive and progressive economics discipline based equally on environmental and social justice, and on diversity including learning from natural science, and other sources. “The Green Economics Institute have been largely successful in their core aims already.” Professor Jack Reardon Economics USA

We are an international institute for green economics professionals, green economics, green jobs and green careers. We have the largest global green experts network which provides training, conferences, events, speakers and lecturers. We also offer professional qualifications and awards. Our work ranges from the prevention of climate change and poverty, reform of economics to women’s unequal pay and opportunities.

Research and Innovation

We innovate and implement change in economics reform at the cutting edge and changes to philosophy and science. We are an international network which consists of 8000 experts, advisors, professors, government officials (including MPs and MEPs), lecturers, speakers, writers, top scientists, innovators, activists, change makers and Nobel prize winners in over 48 countries.

Clients and supporters MEPs, MPs, governments, Professors, Ministers, NGOs, UN, OECD, ILO, directors, campaigners and Princes, policy makers and businesses.

Activities

Education, training courses and briefings

We offer award winning courses, lecturing, teaching and speeches from our international and global team of specialist trainers and lecturers from all kinds of backgrounds, cultures and languages. All our courses are gender balanced, inclusive and participatory. We also offer short briefing papers and reports, as well as bespoke courses and workshops to meet your requirements.

Our training takes place all over the world with courses tailored for clients ranging from governments and business to individuals, with specialist lecturers for each subject-Green Economics on the Global Stage Award winning keynote speakers in our team and can speak at your events.

Books

HANDBOOK OF GREEN ECONOMICS
WOMENS UNEQUAL PAY AND POVERTY
GREEN BUILT ENVIRONMENT
GREENING OF ASIA AND CHINA
GREEN ECONOMICS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
GREEN ECONOMICS METHODOLOGY INTRODUCTION
GREEN ENERGY POLICIES:FUKISHAMAS LEGACY
YOUNG PEOPLE, GREEN JOBS & EDUCATION
GREEN ECONOMICS: VOICES OF AFRICA
GREEN ECONOMICS AND CITIZENS INCOME